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Advice on diagnostic-test & general auto-electrical repair equipment . Page updated 28-05-18 email
p@remmington.plus.com. site index A-Z. Fault code reading can be very mis-leading. Even with the latest
and most expensive kit or main dealer equipment, communication between diagnostic reader & the EEPROM
chip, where the info is stored, is not always possible.
Advice on diagnostic-test & general auto-electrical repair
239 V6. The 239 cu in (3.9 L) V6 was released in 1987 for use in the Dodge Dakota and a replacement for
the older, longer slant-6.It is essentially a six-cylinder version of the 318 V8. Output was 125 hp (93 kW) and
195 lbâ‹…ft (264 Nâ‹…m) until it was replaced by the Magnum 3.9 starting in 1992. In 1987 it used a
two-barrel Holley carburetor and hydraulic tappets.
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